
AP PSYCH – VANNY OVER 

(Adapted from Duez) 

Introduction to Cognition:  
Memory, Language, & Thought 

Cognition:  
The Speed of Thought ~ Memories, Misty Colored 

Memories. 



What is Memory? 

Learning that has persisted over time; it is 
information that has been acquired, stored, 
& can be retrieved.  

Working with sea slugs, Kandel won a Nobel prize 

for demonstrating that alterations in synaptic 

transmission contribute to memory formation. 



Getting information into memory is called ___________ ; getting 

information out of memory is called ___________. encoding 

retrieval Some theorists have drawn an analogy to 
computers, as depicted here. The analogies for 
encoding & retrieval work pretty well, but the 
storage analogy is somewhat misleading.  
 

When information is stored on a hard drive, it 
remains unchanged indefinitely & you can 
retrieve an exact copy.  
 

As you will learn in this chapter, memory storage is 
a much more dynamic process.  
 

People’s memories change over time & are rough 
reconstructions rather than exact copies of past 
events. 



"Memory is not like a container that 
gradually fills up; it is more like a tree 
growing hooks onto which memories 
are hung." - Peter Russell, The Brain Book, 

1979 



New Breakthrough in Understanding the Biology of Long-Term Memories 

https://youtu.be/tMk130f6Jtk
https://youtu.be/tMk130f6Jtk
https://youtu.be/tMk130f6Jtk
https://youtu.be/tMk130f6Jtk
http://youtube.com/v/tMk130f6Jtk


Dr. Eric Kandel: American neuropsychiatrist. Recipient of the 2000 Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine for his research on the physiological basis of memory 
storage in neurons. He shared the prize with Arvid Carlsson and Paul Greengard. 

“Memory is the glue 
that binds our mental 
lives together. … It is 
what allows us to get 
continuity in our lives. 
It is the essential 
feature of our lives, 
without memory we 
would be nothing.” 
     - Dr. Eric Kandel 



Models of selective attention.  
 

Early-selection models propose that input is filtered before meaning is 

processed. Late-selection models hold that filtering occurs after the processing 

of meaning. There is evidence to support early, late, & intermediate selection, 

suggesting that the location of the attentional filter may not be fixed. 



Atkinson & Shiffrin model of memory storage.  (1971)  
 

Proposed that memory is made up of 3 information stores. 1) Sensory memory can hold a large amount of 

information just long enough (a fraction of a second) for a small portion of it to be selected for longer storage. 2) 

Short-term memory has a limited capacity, & unless aided by rehearsal, its storage duration is brief. 3) Long-

term memory can store an apparently unlimited amount of information for indeterminate periods. 



Atkinson & Shiffrin model of memory storage.  (1971)  
 

Proposed that memory is made up of 3 information stores.  

1) Sensory memory can hold a large amount of information just long enough (a 

fraction of a second) for a small portion of it to be selected for longer storage.  

2) Short-term memory has a limited capacity, & unless aided by rehearsal, its storage 

duration is brief.  

3) Long-term memory can store an apparently unlimited amount of information for 

indeterminate periods. 



Levels-of-processing theory. Craik & Lockhart (1972): Structural, phonemic, & 

semantic encoding—which can be elicited by questions—involve progressively 

deeper levels of processing, which should result in more durable memories. 

Retention at 3 levels of processing. 

Craik & Tulving (1975): Structural, 

phonemic, & semantic encoding, 

which involve progressively deeper 

levels of processing, led to 

progressively better retention. 



Baddeley’s Model - Working Memory 

Revised model of the short-term store. 

Baddeley (2001), working memory includes 

four components:  

1. Phonological loop 

2. Visuospatial sketchpad  

3. Central executive system  

4. Episodic buffer 

Elements shown in yellow are memory 
stores, whereas central executive is 
not. 

“The concept of working memory proposes that a 
dedicated system maintains & stores information in the 
short term, & that this system underlies human thought 
processes.” 
 - Alan Baddeley 
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What is working 
memory? 



Short Term or Working Memory in the Brain 

https://youtu.be/Ep25ntXtClg
https://youtu.be/Ep25ntXtClg
http://youtube.com/v/Ep25ntXtClg


Visuospatial Sketchpad & Phonological Loop 

https://youtu.be/qxTlPHecvkg
https://youtu.be/qxTlPHecvkg
http://youtube.com/v/qxTlPHecvkg


Look at the picture to 
the right. It was taken in 
the 1950s and it shows a 
professor’s office.  





Look at the picture to 
the right. It was taken in 
the 1950s and it shows a 
professor’s office.  OK! Now... 

List in your notes 
everything that was 
in the picture & 
describe the room. 

We use SCHEMAS to recall: 
People are more likely to remember 
things that are consistent with their 
schemas than things that are not. 
 

Although this principle seems 
applicable much of the time, the inverse 
is also true: People sometimes exhibit 
better recall of things that violate their 
schema-based expectations (Koriat, 
Goldsmith, & Pansky, 2000; Neuschatz et al., 2002).  







Explicit or Declarative Memory Video 

SEMANTIC:  
The definition large in size 
represents stuff  you already know 
& have connected knowledge & 
thoughts about… 
That gives it “MEANING” 

https://youtu.be/J6EYwB30Td0
https://youtu.be/J6EYwB30Td0


Implicit Memory Video 

https://youtu.be/Ds1tlg4vYsk
https://youtu.be/Ds1tlg4vYsk


Video: Four Steps to Long-Term Memory Encoding Part II 

 

Consolidation 

 

Storage 

 

Schemas 

 

Associative Network 

 

 

https://youtu.be/df92WghG47w
https://youtu.be/df92WghG47w
https://youtu.be/df92WghG47w
https://youtu.be/df92WghG47w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcGrwLovuIg&list=PL5raE7sV35gPDMw2FBeFrJ2PT1iBbOAJU&index=33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iz62M5ZRoVg&list=PL5raE7sV35gPDMw2FBeFrJ2PT1iBbOAJU&index=38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkBZ2XkXVfk&list=PL5raE7sV35gPDMw2FBeFrJ2PT1iBbOAJU&index=39
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6q2MN_9WrA&list=PL5raE7sV35gPDMw2FBeFrJ2PT1iBbOAJU&index=40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyzSUMIdCiM&index=41&list=PL5raE7sV35gPDMw2FBeFrJ2PT1iBbOAJU


Long-Term Potentiation 

https://youtu.be/T8e1yH_z-8s
https://youtu.be/T8e1yH_z-8s
https://youtu.be/T8e1yH_z-8s
https://youtu.be/T8e1yH_z-8s


Studies show that musicians tend to have a better memory than non-
musicians, not just for music, but for words & pictures, too. 

 

They also tend to use different strategies for memorization, more likely than non-
musicians to group words into similar semantic categories, & less likely to 
verbalize pictures. 





How fast does a thought travel? 

https://youtu.be/izlzFA3nz_I
https://youtu.be/izlzFA3nz_I
http://youtube.com/v/izlzFA3nz_I


YouTube: How does memory/though/cognition really work? This is how it looks - for a fish! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vo3TchUQM1w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vo3TchUQM1w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vo3TchUQM1w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vo3TchUQM1w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vo3TchUQM1w
http://youtube.com/v/Vo3TchUQM1w


IMAGE TO THE RIGHT: A Thought - in a fish. 
 

While we've figured out how to see what's 
happening in real time in the brains of 
certain fish, we just don't have the tools 
yet to see that level of detail in humans. 
 

86 billion neurons in our skulls, each with 
1,000 connections. 
 

Since the early neurological work of Karl 
Lashley & Wilder Penfield in the 1950s & 
1960s, it has become clear 
 

Long-term memories: NOT 
stored in just 1 part of the 
brain, but widely distributed 
throughout the cortex. 
















